PREFACE
“Out of intense complexities, intense simplicities emerge”
Winston Churchill
“The legal rules regulating the settlement of securities transactions are […]
compared to the ‘plumbing’ of the international capital markets; if all goes
well, not much attention is paid, but if something goes wrong […], the
consequences are frequently costly, and at best unpleasant”
Matthias Haentjens1
The intermediated holding infrastructure of securities plays a crucial role in
processing global financing. It is instrumental for the entire securities market as
it ensures to streamline the delivery of financial services across the world. The
need for the use of indirectly held securities emerged to transform a complex
world, in a simple and accessible system. However, in the last decades the
intermediated system has been subject to wide a debate, according to which the
system is no longer a solution to complexity, rather a source of it.
The creation of an intermediated security infrastructure was highly demanded
since the the first decades of the second half of the XX century. In particular, in
the 1971 Richard B. Smith delivered a speech at the conference of the American
Bankers Association that, nowadays, sounds like a prophecy. 2 It marked the
beginning of a rethinking of the role of the stock certificate that Smith simply
defined as a piece of paper.3 Although his analysis revolved around equity
certificates, it can be extended to all the other forms of securities that are
ordinarily traded in the market. What he emphasised was the importance of this
mere piece of paper as a vehicle of capital transformation. The main feature of the
certificate is its reproductive capacity that, according to Smith, was at stake due
to the cumbersome schemes of holding that hindered a clear transferability of
the ownership rights. In addition, Smith argued that the plethora of related
documents accompaining the certificates did not facilitate market transactions.
To face this situation, the author laid out a plan that consisted of three pillars: the
elimination of the certificate; the limitation of the certificate movement; the ease
of certificate movement.
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To this extent, this work purports to outline the development and current
situation of the intermediated securities system, in order to assess its resilience
against the complexity of the financial market.
First, it will illustrate the risks to which this complex system is exposed with a
focus on the use of indirectly-held securities as collateral and the solutions offered
by private international law (Chapter I).
Second, the role of the UNIDROIT Convention on Substantive Rules for
Intermediated Securities as the fundamental legal framework for the regulation
of intermediated securities (Chapter II).
Third, the unaccomplished goal of the rules meant for intermediated securities
seems to be achieved by the use of FinTech (Chapter III).
Last, a comparison between advantages and disadvantages of the intermediated
holding system (Chapter IV).
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1. INTERMEDIATED SECURITIES: A SUBSTANTIVE LAW
ANALYSIS
1.1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

To approach the intermediated securities system it is necessary to address some
fundamental questions. What are securities? Which kind of securities are
involved? Who are the intermediaries? What is an indirect holding system and
why it is supposed to be less efficient than a direct one in commercial practice?
What is the role of the central custodian? How is this infrastructure designed and
how it works?
This section purports to present all these issues in order to provide the reader with
the basic tools for a deep understanding of the intermediated holding system.

1.1.1

BACKGROUND

The definition of securities encompasses a wide range of financial products. 4 A
common accepted meaning cannot be easily found as it varies according to the
circumstances in which this concept is being used. Considering the Geneva
Convention, the definition of securities includes both tangible securities
certificates and intangible rights, such as shares, bonds or other financial assets.5
However, for the purpose of this work, the choice of a class of securities is not
relevant. What matters is the legal relationship that market participants establish
with securities and how they trade them. Therefore, the term ‘security’ can be
viewed hereinafter as the simplest form of equity and debt participations: shares
and bonds.
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As to the financial market, securities play a significant role, since their function is
to bring together two groups of market participants: those who have capital to
invest (i.e. investors) and those who want to borrow that capital (e.g. firms and
public bodies). Unlike lending, firms can raise funds by issuing securities and
collecting resources directly from investors. Therefore, securities markets are
marketplaces where securities are bought and sold through arrangements and
infrastructures designed for the handling of securities.6 This involves a series of
actors and procedures providing trading, clearing and settlement services. Such a
framework shows its inner complexity in the intermediation stages that are
nowadays the common way to trade with securities.7 Typically, they circulate
through financial intermediaries and then placed in local sub-custodians which
are known as ‘members’ of cross-border transactions system involving indirectly
held securities. To this extent, it can be argued that there is always somebody
between the issuer and the account holder that has control over the books or the
registry.8 Therefore, what matters is how the different regulatory patterns
facilitate investors to exercise their corporate rights against the custody risk
deriving from the legal relationships between investors and intermediaries.
To begin with, the intermediated securities system is the result of a profound
transformation of the financial market that dates back to the 1960s. Since then,
this branch of the security market developed in such a fast way as to make the
book-entry securities the large majority of financial instruments traded on capital
markets.9 The continuous growth of transactions of new sophisticated products,
the expansionary policies adopted by central banks and the huge amounts of
capital movements established a trend towards more liquidity. To facilitate the
enhancement of trading activities, the rules governing the transferability of
securities (e.g. equity, bonds, derivatives) had to be more flexible. In particular,
securities holders and the issuers asked for a streamline process that could
guarantee more efficiency at the stage of settlement. Paper certificates were
converted into intangible book-entry securities, deprived of their material support
and replaced by a computerised system operating through book-entries accounts,
where securities were acquired through credits and debits in accounts maintained
by intermediaries. The result of this transformation was the establishment of new
entities, such as the Central Securities Depository (CSD), and the increasingly role
of intermediaries in the securities holding infrastructure. The new settings
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regulating the financial market produced efficiency, operational certainty, speed
and safety.10
The implementation of this system was achieved thanks to the use of enhanced
techniques: immobilisation and dematerialisation.11 They represented the first
response to a period of radical transformation in the financial industry that had
its breaking point with the so-called ‘paper crunch’ in the United States.
Conventionally, the class of securities could be divided in two groups: bearer
instruments (debt) and registered securities (equity).12 The former were
embodied in a piece of paper, and the holder of that paper was the holder of those
securities. The transfer was made by delivery and since the instruments were
negotiable, the bona fide purchaser obtained good title even if that of the
transferor was defective. Contrariwise, the latter were also incorporated into
pieces of paper, but the legal title derived from the entry on the company’s register
and paper was merely evidence of this. Both of these systems depended on the
movement of pieces of paper, and, as volumes of securities and trading grew, this
became expensive, cumbersome and slow. The registration of securities slowed
also up trading. Indeed, in the late 1960s, the habit to overload back offices of
brokerage firms with tons of transactions settlement crashed. In a nutshell, every
time that a stock was exchanged in the market, a broker had to cross the street
and ‘ship’ the physical certificate to the firm’s office based in the other side of the
street.13 This was how the clearing and settlement process worked. However, the
tasks those men had to deal with were burdensome and exceeded their ordinary
responsibility; they acted as couriers of valuable goods rather than clerks sit
behind their desk.14 Ostensibly, the downsides of this mechanism were clear:
trading had to be delayed, settlement was slow and risks of loss and theft were
high. In addition, the trading volume increased and its unforeseeable effects
turned out to be overwhelming.15 The back office procedures ended up with
unsustainable backlogs that caused failures to deliver securities on the settlement
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date and losses from errors at brokerages.16 As a consequence, the securities firms
were stuck and some entered bankruptcy or were acquired by stronger
competitors. In addition, the use of electronic means of settlement to avoid, or at
least reduce, the credit risk of a time gap between delivery and payment could not
operate as securities were still in paper form.
The result of the paper crunch triggered the implementation of new methods of
holding securities: immobilisation and dematerialisation. Before addressing
them, this phenomenon allows to illustrate the substantial difference between the
direct and indirect holding system. Indeed, even if the focus has been made on the
specifities of the intermediated securities, the direct holding system cannot be
ignored at all. It represents the typical practice existing prior to the sweeping
changes brought by the paper crunch, when investors maintained a direct legal
relationship with the issuer, governed by a mere agreement between the company
and the investor stipulated according to domestic rules of corporate law. However,
the intermediaries were not completely removed. In such cases, the
intermediaries still operate, but as mere book-keepers with no interest in the
underlying securities. The legal owner of the securities – the investor - turned to
intermediaries at the moment of exercise the rights to which it was entitled.17 The
presence of intermediaries even in a direct holding system can be justified
according to their importance for both the investor and the issuer. For the former,
the intermediation gives a safe access to its assets; for the latter, intermediaries
facilitate the match between the supply and demand within the securities market.
Yet, as abovementioned, the workload for the back offices of the brokerage firms
became unsustainable. The physical possession of bearer certificates was risky as
investors were exposed to loss and theft. As a result, “investors no longer had a
direct relationship with the issuer, but maintained an account with his bank who
(possibly via more intermediaries) either held the investor’s securities in custody
(with respect to bearer securities) or was registered as owner in the issuer’s
register. Not surprisingly, this system is called an indirect holding system”.18 In
this vein, the indirect holding emerged. In respect to the legal position of the
intermediary as to the holding of securities, some countries such as U.S.A. and
Switzerland agreed to create a new type of property that could better guarantee
not only the intermediary itself, but the interests of the investors.19 In contrast,
others argued that the intermediary is not entitled to any kind of proprietary
rights and accordingly, it cannot claim any right over the securities. The
differences between the two holding models for intermediated securities have
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originated a lively debate on the benefits and downsides of direct holding versus
indirect holding systems. Nonetheless, there are some widely agreed
considerations on this issue: all dematerialised securities are de facto
intermediated and, under a regulatory point of view, a reform should not
necessarily distinguish between different holding models but rather concentrate
on how to provide solutions that guarantee the transparency and surety of any
account structure.20 To conclude, in this scenario, there are two key concepts to
bring in: automation and operational efficiency. These are the results that were
achieved to cope with increase of cross-border activity, which shaped the financial
market in a dematerialised and integrated form in which the exchange of
securities is made through intermediaries in multi-tier holding patterns.21

1.1.2

IMMOBILISATION AND DEMATERIALISATION

As abovementioned, two techniques were developed to deal with the problem of
too much paper.22 The first was to maintain a paper certificate that, contrary to
what typically occurred in the past, represented the entire issue of securities: the
so-called ‘global note’. It was immobilised under the custody of a central
depository on behalf of one or more intermediaries, who then hold either for
investors or for other intermediaries. This technique was firstly tested in the
U.S.A. and only afterwards spread across Europe where it was used for Eurobond
issues. This process led to a gradual reduction of movement and existence of
physical certificates. As to the second technique, it aimed to dematerialise
securities, “which refers to the process by which all physical certificates are
replaced by securities accounts”23. These can be defined as “an account
maintained by an intermediary to which securities can be credited or debited or
designating entries are made”24.
Unlike immobilisation, dematerialisation allows to eliminate the physical
certificate in order to resort to an electronic system, which by way of entries in the
book of a central operator, securities are recorded and transactions executed. This
operation enables the settlement process to go through faster and remove the
disadvantages of the paper-based system. The main benefits from the
implementation of both settlement strategies were to operate with low costs.
Indeed, both immobilization and dematerialization “relyed almost exclusively on
the operational safety and financial soundness of central securities depositories,
20
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banks, and other financial intermediaries”.25 Although the legal nature and
transfer of securities will be analysed in the next paragraphs, it is important to
highlight the effects of immobilisation and dematerialisation that converted
securities from tangible products into intangible rights. This was literally a shock
for the legal concept of negotiability as developed until then. Before the paper
crunch, the bearer instruments were physical certificates incorporating the legal
title for the transfer and exercise of the rights based on the security itself. After
the paper crisis, the requirements for the validity of the transfer of securities did
no longer include the physical transfer of the bearer instrument. Indeed, the
actual delivery of tangible certificates was not required, since it was sufficient a
mere electronic debit-and-credit entry in the relevant investor account, made by
the relevant intermediary (transfer agent) in order to realise a transfer in favor of
another person.26 These settlement processes can be compared, but not be
considered as isolated models; at least, for the legal effects that this distinction
may produce. In this vein, Burke states that “[d]ematerialisation means that the
securities do not take a physical form in the sense of physical certificates – they
are electronic book entries only; by contrast, immobilised securities are issued
as global physical certificates but kept in a vault such as a CSD or ICSD, that is,
the securities represented by the global certificate never move. As a practical
matter, the difference is one of formalism”.27 Furthermore, the individual
specifities of each model reveal the crucial importance of their own combination
at the stage of settlement of securities. Specifically, the use of the
dematerialisation would require issuers themselves to take on the burden of
‘dematerializing’ share certificates; while the sole use of immobilisation would
allow intermediaries to create a kind of feigned dematerialization by locking the
physical certificates in their vaults and acting as custodians and fiduciaries. 28 On
the one hand, dematerialization improves efficiency and control, on the other
hand immobilization reduces the risk of settlement failure and fraud. Therefore,
the models can be viewed as two sides of the same coin.
Having said that, the fungible nature of intermediated securities needs to be
discussed deeper, in order not to oversimplify an issue that is pivotal when
addressing the legal nature of indirectly held securities. Therefore, in the next
paragraphs of the present section a specific focus will be dedicated to this topic.
However, the problem concerning the identification of the securities holder did
not cease to exist with the dematerialisation and immobilisation. The uncertainty
25
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regarding the holder began even before the adoption of the two models. Indeed,
there has always been a divergence between the possessor of the securities
certificates and the recognition of such individual as shareholder or bondholder.
Besides formalities and the risk of loss, theft, forgery or other mishaps,
discrepancies between those two capacities are traditionally caused by the
mismatch betwteen corporate law and property law applied to negotiable
securities.29
To conclude, immobilisation and dematerialisation depend upon the functioning
of a central securities depository (CSD). The advent of these market
infrastructures, that operate at the international and national level, were
instrumental to guarantee the transition from the ‘personal’ security-keeping to a
single and institutionalized depository where all certificates were placed or, as
outlined in the previous paragraphs ‘immobilised’. At the beginning, the
immobilisation of the physical certificate in the CSD was the first step prior to
book-entry settlement of transfers; while, nowadays following technological and
legal advances, the securities are dematerialised – i.e. they are issued only in
electronic, book-entry form in the issuer’s account in the books of the CSD.30 The
following paragraph will examine the functionality and internal operations of the
CSD.

1.1.3

CENTRAL SECURITIES DEPOSITORY (CSD)

If globalisation has helped finance to develop and make market participants closer
irrespective of the distance, the result achieved inside the financial market of
securities was literally the opposite. Indeed, the disconnection – between the
issuers and their investors - obtained via intermediation increased remarkably the
distance between the two market forces. As a result, despite the fact that
commercial agreements are directly concluded by the investor and the issuer,
different new players step in at the time of the execution of the transaction, to
streamline the settlement process and deliver to both parties what they stipulated
in the original contract. This is what is called financial intermediation. In these
terms, the objective of the interconnection among financial players is different
from the one that can be assessed by merely focusing on the ‘surface’ of the
financial operations, where the multiple intermediaries that constitute the ‘knots’
of this infrastructure are essential to fulfil the transactions. One of these
intersections, is constituted by the central securities depository (CSD).
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In modern economies31, the volume of securities being issued and traded is so
large that, in order to ensure the efficient and safe issuance, safekeeping and
transfer of securities, these are issued directly in the books of a public registrar, a
special entity serving a whole securities market: CSD.
The custody industry emerged in the wake of the need for investors to keep
securities in a safe place, e.g. bank vaults. From this definition it is possible to
deduce that the need for investors to safeguard their ‘material’ investments arose
out of the evolution of the financial markets and, specifically with the
development of the dematerialised holding of securities. In this sense, CSDs act as
public registrars whose books record securities that are directly issued therein.
Generally, when securities are bought or sold, custodians take care of the delivery
and receipt of securities against the agreed amount of cash, being referred to as
‘settlement’.32 In practice, custodians do for their customers what is commonly
called ‘asset servicing’: they are committed to ensure investors to receive
dividends, interests or any other rights to which they are entitled pursuant to the
securities held by the custodian. “Thus, in essence, the asset servicing function of
a custodian involves being an information conduit liaising between issuers and
the holders of their securities”.33 One more insightful definition of CSD is offered
by Gurin who states that “CSDs therefore act as gatekeepers to the
primary markets by centralising the initial recording of newly issued securities
and any subsequent changes in the holding of such securities. Finally, CSDs
facilitate the financing of the economy because almost all the collateral posted
by companies, banks and other institutions to raise funds ultimately flows
through the securities settlement systems operated by CSDs”.34 Having outlined
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the general market functions of CSD, for the sake of clarity, a brief history of the
development of this infrastructure will follow.
All began after the paper crunch crisis of the 1960s. The huge amounts of paper to
handle was unstainable for the brokerage firms and new forms of settlement were
created. The first central depository was established in Brussels and it is now
known as Euroclear. It is the largest international CSD and at the beginning of the
reforms of the financial market, it was meant for “transnational custody and
settlement of international securities outside of a specific designated domestic
environment”.35 Afterwards, some years later, another CSD, operating at the
international level, was created in Luxembourg, called Clearstream. In the other
part of the globe, in 1975, all the U.S.A. securities were immobilised within a single
custodian, the Depository Trust Company (DTC). In conclusion, there are three
different institutions (DTC, Euroclear and Clearstream)36, that govern the global
securities markets, in particular, in Europe there are over 30 CSDs in the EU,
generally one in each Member State and, as abovementioned, two international
CSDs (ICSDs).
Having said that, the focus of the analysis shifts to the role of CSD s as enablers of
global securities markets, they have been defined as ‘financial utilities’. 37
Typically, central depositories do not suffer loss or are exposed to particular risks:
netiher credit nor liquidity risk can affect their ordinary operations as these are
borne by central counterparties, participants or parties to the transactions. They
come into play at the stage of recording securities in a book-entry system and
maintenance of securities at the top-tier level.38 The CSD also oversees the
issuance of securities by verifying that the amount of securities issued equals the
amount of securities outstanding at all times, ensuring that there is no undue
creation of securities. Consequently, the CSD usually holds two types of securities
accounts: issuer accounts, and safekeeping accounts recording ownership of
outstanding securities; the former are relevant for the notary function, while the
35
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